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Technology: OptoelectronicsNews Update
Moving from the tricky growth of large adiabatic dyspro-
sium gallium garnet crystals for space applications, TCC’s
latest news is an award for piezoelecric crystal growth,
work underway for two years. The breakthrough on this is
to apply growth techniques for much more demanding
optical materials and produce the same qualities, but with
better uniformity and yield. As piezoelectric crystal yield
goes up, the cost goes down on a material that is between
three to five times as effective, but is currently consider-
ably more expensive. 
TCC SPURs on from
SMART award 
The Crystal Consortium (TCC)
has won a £75,000 SPUR
award to develop a piezoelec-
tric crystal, lead magnesium
niobate-lead titanate (PMN-PT)
to replace ceramics in high-
end acoustic transducers used
in pre-natal and organ ultra-
sound scans, in sonar, under-
water communications and
non-destructive testing.
Sales and Marketing director of
TCC, Stephen-Mark Williams,
points out that:“The crystal is
more efficient than ceramics in
medical transducers, allowing
ultrasound scanners to give
higher resolution pictures. It
will also enable images from
fatty or muscular areas of the
body, giving clearer images of
internal organs, eg. kidneys.”
Williams estimates the total
worldwide medical market
value for PMN-PT could be in
the region of £10m in five
years. However, there is anoth-
er important potential applica-
tion for the crystal - in the
sonar industry. He says:“The
crystal will be used in sonar
for unmanned underwater
vehilces employed in the oil
and gas industry, as well as for
non-destructive testing. Imp-
rovements in capability could
potentially double the range
of existing sonar.”
The SPUR award follows on
from a two-year SMART award
taking total TCC investment in
developing the new crystal to
over £200,000.The crystal is
expected to be ready by 2006,
although the success of the
project is going to partially
depend on the level of sup-
port from Scottish companies.
Williams explains:‘We are
working hard to create the
whole supply chain, from
material to systems user.This
will give us a route to market,
as it will demonstrate our
material’s capability.This, built
initially around the oil and gas
industry, is entirely present in
Scotland.”
SMART present
for ESA
Like all in the materials busi-
ness,TCC has had its work cut
out for it during the down-
turn. But for the 2001 SMART
award it has worked on and
produced the required adia-
batic crystal for the deadlines.
TCC undertook to grow the
dysprosium gallium garnet
crystals for a “solid-state” cool-
ing system, being built by the
Mullard Space Science Lab, at
University College, London for
ESA assessment for use on the
future XEUS space telescope.
(III-Vs Review Nov. 2003 pg
42). It aims to replace older
liquid helium coolers 
“As far as we know, these are
the largest samples ever
grown,” says an enthusiastic
Williams.
Dr Ian Hepburn, project scien-
tist and head of the cryogenic
group said “TCC worked very
hard for us and we’re very
pleased with the boules.
“ The DGG boule is of vital
importance, enabling the
refrigerator to work.We also
have some 2kg of miscella-
neous crystal material, which
we will be using in powdered
format to investigate this form
for the refrigerator.”
“The next deadline,” says
Hepburn,“is for the whole
refrigerator to be assembled
from the finished manufacture
in September or October.
“It will then be operated for a
couple of months of testing.”
The DGG boule is housed in
the bore of a series of 10
super-conducting magnets,
made with 330km of 100µ
niobium titanium wire in a
copper matrix.At 50x75cm,
the refrigerator unit will be
inside a 90 x150cm cyrostat.
“The next stage is the delivery
of the technical demonstrator
unit to ESA in December for
2004.
“If ESA comes back on the
ADR, we will know what it
takes to make that size of
DGG boule again,” concludes
Hepburn.
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The 50mm diameter by 80mm dysprosium gallium garnet crystal grown by
TCC. “As far as we know, these are the largest samples ever grown.”  
